PRESENTATION PART
Germany
/// Stiftung Bildung & Handwerk

-

°2001
Paderborn headquarters > Why Paderborn? Because association was founded here
5.500 co-workers
16 company buildings
They have hotels, specialized companies in chemistry, give trainings
Main focus is vocational training, small en medium enterprises
Also focused on people that have had a break due to illness or traumas
Less present in the south of Germany, more in the north
Co-operation with Turkey for more than 10 years
Internships / Mobility projects : Sending and welcoming students, workers, …
They have a special network that organise “Easy Mobil” : Work experience abroad, Lifelong
Learning
- They want to close the gab between vocational education and professional & to stimulate the
welfare of the country. People are earning more money with a higher degree and that is good for
the economy
- Contact : angela.bender@s-b-h.de (for presentation)

Turkey
/// Izzet Baysal Vakfi

- Dr. Ahmet Yikmis : special education department (17 years experience)
- Universtiy focused on medics, ingenieurs, teacher-education, business and economy
- Bolu University is located between Ankara and Istanbul (both 2h drive)
- Gerede campus: focussing on technical skills
- Mengen campus : chefs
- Murndu campus: biology/ farming skills (chicken production / industry)
- University is supported by foundation Izzet Baysal
- Faculties : very diverse
/// Template REHAB projects

- Check the page and look if it is necessary to change items or not
- Work packages: you can add after discussing/proceeding in the project
- We need to decide which part should
/// OZERKDER

- It is located in Ankara
- Is providing help in 2000 special institutes, founded to help drug addicts and people with
disabilities

- Until now they were focussing on the individuals, but from now on, they also want to focus more
-

on their families
They are working hard to prevent the problem, to solve the problem when it is there already and
give their support after the problem is solved > whole process support
It had become a very important institute in the Turkish society
They work with a very unique and personal approach
Family communication and harmony is their main goal, so that the victim of drugs or disability is
surrounded by good people and a healthy environment

- Social and individual training is provided
- they provide material and theoretics, but also give the training themselves
- they have psychologists, social workers,…
DISTRIBUTION OF THE TASKS

- 2 years project
- start: 01.09.2016
- end: 31.08 2018
- Objective: rehabilitation and integration of drug problems in the society > individual and family
approach

- What should we do?
- develop and implement innovative training modules and other relating material
- we will make the samples and try them out + analyse and check if there is a need for
improvement and then
- planning and design will take more time than the appliance of the materials and training
- After the first fase (planning, data collecting, designing and first implementation) we need to
come together and learn from each other’s experience

- This product promotes:
- equity
- social inclusion
- active citizenship
- Planning over time
- Turkish party has made a calendar with the planning of the activities over 2y time
Check project proposals (in leaflet : implementation : from page 39) for further task division and
than we can decide what the concrete task content should be. We need to check how those tasks
can be done in our own country and with our own policy.
> We can do this in scheme and put keywords per task/department of the project
GENERAL NOTES

- Next meetings can take place online
- Turkish part isn’t experienced, German part is
- There were only tree parties that were at the meeting in Paderborn. If necessary we can plan a
meeting through Skype with the Romanians. We don’t know yet if Romanians are joining for this
project..
- There will be three more meetings; one in Spain, one in Turkey and one closing meeting
(location not known yet)
- We need to check data for meeting Spain: should be
- Next meeting in Turkey > May / June

Every first Wednesday of the month
> ONLINE MEETING 9:00AM
(with link from Turkey)

